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Abstract 
An explicit Runge-Kutta (RK) or Runge-Kutta-NystriSm (RKN) method, for the numerical approximation of the 
initial value problem, can be expanded by the addition of a "dense" formula which provides olutions at points within or 
outside the normal step intervals. In this paper, we are concerned with the construction ofcontinuous extensions for RK 
and RKN methods, intended to approximate first- and second-order differential equations, respectively. First we derive 
the required equations of conditions that the coefficients of these extensions have to satisfy in order to produce reduced 
phase-errors, when applied to a linear homogeneous test equation. Moreover some particular continuous extensions of 
an explicit 6(5) RK and 8(6) RKN pair, respectively, are proposed and tested numerically. 
Keywords: Runge-Kutta(-Nystrrm) ethods; Phase-error; Phase-lag interpolants 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we shall discuss the construction of continuous extensions for special explicit 
Runge-Kutta (RK) and Runge-Kutta-Nystrrm (RKN) methods which integrate differential 
systems of the form 
dqY-f(x,y), q = 1,2, (1) 
dx q 
describing free and weakly forced oscillations. 
For these problems it is instructive to examine the performance ofa numerical method when it is 
applied to the test problem. 
dqY-(im)~y, e)~,  q=1,2 ,  (2) 
dx  q 
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whose exact solution is given by 
y(x) = cl exp(icox) + C 2 exp( - iox)  
with c2 = 0 when q = 1. 
Comparing the exact and approximate solution for Eq. (2), and requiring that these solutions are 
in phase with the maximum possible order in the step size h, we can derive the so-called ispersion 
relations from which Runge-Kutta nd Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m ethods can been constructed. 
Special methods have been proposed by Van der Houwen and Sommeijer [20]. Optimal pairs of 
this type have been presented by Papageorgiou et al. [14]. 
One of the main disadvantages of RK and RKN methods is that they do not readily provide 
continuous approximations to the solution of (1). Consequently these methods can be inefficient for 
problems requiring dense output. The solutions at non-mesh points can be obtained in one of the 
following two ways. The first is based on the construction of a third RK or RKN dense formula 
which is used to integrate from x, with a step size ah, (where normally 0 < a < 1). These new pairs 
use the stages of the RK or RKN method as the core of the new formula. The second way is based 
on the construction ofan interpolant that uses sufficient number of approximations of y(x), and its 
corresponding derivatives in the interval [x,, x, + 1]. 
Dense output for RK methods has been considered in [9, 15-18, 5, 3, 7, 11, 1]. Dense output for 
RKN methods has been considered in [4, 8, 12, 6, 19]. 
In this paper we construct continuous extensions for RK and RKN methods with low phase- 
error, without extra cost. As the defining RK method we used the 6(5) pair proposed in [14] while 
for RKN methods we considered the 8(6) pair of [2]. In one of our previous works [13], we have 
considered methods of low algebraic order. The above-mentioned methods have been designed so 
that they can offer an estimate of the local error, which can be used to control the step size h,. In 
this case the step control algorithm proposed by Hull et al. [10], 
(. TO_L )'/¢P+') 
h.+, = 0.9 h. ~llE.+l IIo , ' 
may be used, where E,+a, is an estimate of the local error, p is the order of the lower-order 
approximation and TOL is a specified tolerance. This formula is used whether or not the tolerance 
is exceeded by IIE,+II] o~. Thus in the former case a rejected step is being recomputed and in the 
latter case the next step size is being predicted. 
2. Scaled Runge-Kutta (SRK) methods 
A general s-stage p(p-  1) RK method for the approximate 
characterized by the extended Butcher tableau of parameters 
c A 
b 
b 
solution of (1) when q = 1, is 
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where b T, ~x, c e N~ and A e R *×~ is strictly lower triangular with c = Ae,  e = (1, 1 . . . .  ,1) 7 ~ ~.  
A procedure utilizing such a pair advances the solution from (x., y.) to x.+ 1 = x. + h., computing 
at each step the approximations 
with 
y.+l =Y .+h.  ~ bi f i ,  
i=1 
33, + 1 = Y. + h. i bi fi 
i=1 
i - i  ) 
f l= f (x . ,y . ) ,  f i= f  x .+c ih . ,y .+h.~ a i j f j  , i=2 ,3 , . . . , s .  (3) 
j=l  
We note here that the hats denote the lower-order approximations, o 33. + 1 is of (p - 1)th order 
while y. + ~ is of pth order. 
The local error estimate for the approximation of order p - 1 is given by 
E.+I  = y .+ l  - = y (x .+ l )  - + 
In general an SRK method can be defined by the tableau of parameters 
c* tA*  
where b *a', c* e R~* and A* e R~* ×'*, s* ~> s. The new methods proposed here satisfy s* = s, so that 
A* = A and c* = c. Under this formulation the continuous approximation can be expressed as 
S* 
y. + ~ = y. + h. ~ b* (o-)'f, 
i=1 
where b*(a)  are functions of o-e R, whilef~, i = 1, 2, ..., s*, are evaluated according to (3). 
Applying now the scaled method to Eq. (2) when q = 1, the scaled solution takes the general form 
Yn+~= P*(vz)Yn, v=~ohn, 
where P*(v 2) = A*(v 2) q- i vB*(v2) .  The polynomials in v, A*, B* are at most of degree s* and they 
are completely defined in terms of the SRK parameters as follows: 
A*  = 1 -- t *v  2 + t *v  4 -- t *v  6 +_ . . . ,  B*  = t* -- t~v  2 + t *v  4 -- t *v  6 +_ . - . ,  
where t* = b*A  i -2c ,  i = 2, 3, ... ,s*, t* = b*e = a. 
Now according to the phase-lag analysis presented in [20], we define the scaled phase-lag error 
as 
{ B*(v2)~ 
¢*(v )  = cry - a rg (P* (v2) )  = av  -- arctan v ~ j .  (4) 
If the phase-errors are ¢* (v )= O(v r+l) then the scaled method is said to be dispersive (or of 
phase-lag) order r. The equations of condition for phase-lag order may be derived from (4) and are 
given in Table 1. 
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Tab le  1 
Phase- lag  Re la t ions  
order  
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
o-t~' - t~' = ½a3 
a3t*  - -  3at,~ + 3t~' = 2a5 
2trst2 * - 5tr3t * + 15at~ - 15t* :210177 
17aTt * -42ast~ + 105trat~ - 315trt~ + 315t* = ~tr  9 
62tr9t * _ 153a7t  * + 378trst~ ' _ 945a3t~ 
+ 2835"(trt*o -- t* l)  = a382tr1155 
It is easy to see that for a pth algebraic order SRK method, the phase-lag equations of condition 
of orders not exceeding p are automatically satisfied. For tr = 1 the above equations are reduced to 
those listed in [20]. 
3. Scaled Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m (SRKN) methods 
A general s-stage p(q) RKN method is characterized by the following extended Butcher tableau 
of parameters, 
c A 
b,b, 
ta t  b,b 
where b T, b 'T, ~T, b,T, C e R s, and A e R s×~ is for explicit pairs strictly lower triangular. For 
relatively high algebraic order RKN methods then satisfy the condition ½ C2e = Ae, where 
^ ¢ At  C = diag(c). This scheme produces approximations Y.+I, Y,+I and Y,+I, Y.+I to y(x,+l) and 
y'(x. + 1), respectively, according to 
y.+x = y. + h.y'. + h 2 ~ bjfj, 
j= l  
~.+~ = y. + h.y'. + h 2 i bjfj, 
j= l  
Y~, +1 = Y~, + h. i b)fj, 
j= l  
A, ± 
Y.+I = Y'. + h. b)fj ,  
j= l  
where 
i -1  / 
f~=f  x ,+c ih , ,y ,+c ih .y '+h 2 ~ aijfj , i= l ,2 , . . . , s .  
j= l  
An estimate of the local error for the solution and its derivative, of order q, can be evaluated from 
! v ^t  either one or even from both of the quantities E,+ 1 "~-  Y,+ 1 - -  Y,+ 1 and E,+ 1 = y,+ 1 -- Yn+ 1. 
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The SRKN method can be defined in general by the following tableau of coefficients 
c* A* 
b* 
b'* 
where b *T, b '*T, c* ~ R S*, and A* ~ ~s* ×~*, s* >i s. Here we consider the case when no extra cost is 
required for the construction of continuous approximations of the solution and its derivative. 
Consequently A* = A, c* = c and s* = s. The continuous approximations * '* y,+~, y,+~ to y(x,+~) 
and y'(x,+,), respectively, are given by the formulas 
s* s* 
y*+, = y, + a'h,y' .  + h 2 ~ b](tr)fj, y',*, = y'. + h, Z b)*(a)fj 
j= l  j= l  
with b* (o'), b~*(a) functions of o-. 
Applying the scaled method to the test equation (2), with q = 2, and setting z = - h, zo~ 2 = - v 2, 
the continuous olution takes the following form: 
y',*,J \ (1 /h , ) zb* ( l - zA) -~e l+zb '* ( I - za ) -~c  J y', 
__( l+zb*e+zZb*Ae+z3b*A2e+ "'" h , ( t r+zb*c+zZb*Ac+ . . . )~(y ,~ 
- \ (1 /h . ) ( zb*e+z2b '*Ae+z3b '*A2e+ ...) 1 +zb '*c+zb '*Ac+ • ] \y ' , J  
(Y") = R*(z )  y ;  . 
Now we can introduce the scaled phase-lag error by 
, )" trace(R*(z)) ~ ~ 2--S~V2"-bS~V4--S~V6+ "'" } 
q~*(v) = av - cos- [2x /det (R , (z ) ) j  = try - cos - '  (2x~l~ n---~v2+ n---~ v- 2 - n---~ ~- ..- 
= av  - cos -1  . (5) 
If the phase-error W*(v) = O(v' +1), then the scaled method is said to be dispersive of order r. The 
phase-lag order equations of condition, derived from (5), are given in Table 2. 
Again for o- = 1 the above equations reduce to those presented in 1,20]. 
4. Interpolatory approach 
Another way to construct continuous extensions for the RK(N) pairs with reduced phase-errors 
is the traditional Hermite interpolation. Suppose that we need approximations at interior points in 
the interval I -x,,x,+,].  If the available data • (~') y~,, o ie  R, ~ieN0, are approximations of 
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Table 2 
Scaled phase- Relations 
lag order 
10 
12 
s .2  + 4s*  - 4 (a2n  * + n~') =404 
6s*s~ + 12s~ -- 4a4n * - 12(azn * + n~) = 1~5 if6 
45S~ '2 -q- 90s's* + 180s* - 8a6n * - 60a4n *
- 180(~2 r~ * + rcI)= 4~8 
45s*s~ + 45s's* + 90s* -Ttr2 87z 1, _ 4o.6~z, 
- 30~" ~ '  - 90 i~ + ~*) = ~o lO 
315s~ "2+ 1260s~' + 630(s's* + Sz s, ) - ~5 ax°n * 
- -  4aSn~ - 5666~ * - -  420¢ran * 
-- 1260(a2n * + n6*) = t885o "t2 
y~') (x, + 6ihn) define S to be the set {(ai, 3i,,yo, ~/" ~'), i = 1 , ... , k}. The general form of the interpolant 
for the function y(x) is then given by 
k 
y* = ~ d,j~j(a)'h~'~, a')=J~ y(x + trh) + O(hk-a). 
j= l  
From this expression we can deduce that 2 coefficients may be used to reduce the phase-error. Here 
the function y(x) = e i~" can be used as a model equation. Applying this equation to the previous 
expression of the interpolation we take 
k 
ei°~x+i~°"h ~ E d~jaj(o')" h '~j" (e i~'~x +io)ojh)(~j) 
j= l  
k 
=~ e i-~ _ ~ d~a,(tr)'(koh)~'e i"~v = A*(v z) + ivB*(v2). 
j= l  
Then expanding e i~jv ---- cos (o jv )  4- i sin (ajv), we find that A~'(vZ), B*(v 2) are polynomials in v 2. 
The coefficients of these polynomials are linear expressions of d~.  Now we can define as 
interpolation phase-error the quantity av-  arctan(vB~(va)/Af(v2)). Expanding tan(o-v), the ex- 
pression A* (v z) tan (av) - vB~ (v 2) = O (v 2~ + 1 ) gives the condition equations for phase-lag interpo- 
lation of order 2r. 
The main problem with this approach is that all the data must have high phase-lag order. On the 
other hand for the RK(N) case, extra interior points are needed. This means that this type of 
continuous extension is very expensive to be considered for practical implementation. 
5. Construction of  the scaled methods 
In this section we give some examples of SRK and SRKN methods which can be constructed 
applying the analysis of the previous paragraphs. 
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5.1. Scaled Runge-Kutta methods 
First we consider an RK pair proposed among other in [14], which consists of two embedded 
methods of algebraic orders 6 and 5. Its phase-lag orders are 10 and 6, respectively. It uses nine 
stages per step but since it is of the FSAL (first stage as last) type, the last stage is reused for the next 
step. So it costs only eight function evaluations per step. We intend to supply a fourth algebraic 
order, tenth phase-lag order interpolant. 
Another eason for this choice is the C 1 requirement. This can be attained only by selecting this 
type of RK methods with high phase-lag order. The equations to be solved for achieving fourth 
algebraic order are b* e = tr, b* c = ½ 0 "2, b* C 2 e = 13 0 "3, b* C a e = ¼ 0-4. The remaining equations are 
satisfied from the simplifying assumptions used for the construction of the method. The equations 
for sixth, eighth and tenth phase-lag order are also considered from Table 1. From the above we 
can see that seven equations have to be solved for the seven unknowns b*, b*, b*, b~, b*, by, b*. 
The equations are linear in b* and the solution is derived using a symbolic manipulation package. 
The resulting expressions for b* are rational functions in 0-. Their numerators are polynomials of 
tenth degree in 0-, while their common denominator is a polynomial of third degree. Its only real 
root lies outside the region [0, 1]. 
These expressions are too lengthy to be given here, so they can be obtained on request from the 
authors. Higher algebraic order scaled methods require additional stages per step. A fifth-order 
interpolant uses one extra function evaluation per step, while for a sixth-order we need three 
additional stages per step. A 12th phase-lag order scaled extension for this method is not 
recommended. Such a choice is not possible together with fourth algebraic order and C 1 continuity. 
5.2. Scaled Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m methods 
For this case we consider a nine-stage RKN pair of algebraic orders eight and six presented in 
[2], that uses the FSAL facility. So, effectively, only eight stages are used in every step. This pair is 
of phase-lag order six, since the property of high phase-lag order was not demanded uring its 
construction. We chose this pair because it is considered as one of the best known methods. On the 
other hand, no RKN methods of high algebraic and high phase-lag order have, so far, appeared in 
the literature. In order to construct a fifth algebraic order scaled extension, setting b~ = 0, b~* = 0, 
we must satisfy the equations 
b*e=½a 2, b*c=~a 3, b*C2e=~a 4, b*C3e=~a 5, 
b'*e=0-, b '*c=½o "2, b'*C2e=½0- 3, b'*C3e=¼a 4, b'*C4e=½0- 5.
We also consider the phase-lag equations of orders 8, 10 and 12, given in Table 2, in order to 
achieve the desired phase-lag order. Solving these quations we derive expressions for b*, b'* which 
are rational functions of a. A problem that is raised in this case follows from the fact that the 
equations for phase-lag are no longer linear in the unknowns. To overcome this problem we 
include the following higher-order algebraic equations 
1 s b,,A2c =7_~0-6 .  b, c 4 = ~__~0-6, b, A2c = 5_~400-7, b,A2Cc - -  20T..6_0a , 
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Solving the 13 algebraic equations we ensure that for this method the remaining system of three 
equations is linear. We also ensure that the denominators of the derived coefficients are different 
from 0 in the interval [0, 1]. The coefficients can be requested from the authors. 
For both SRK and SRKN methods the computational cost is of the same magnitude as 
in the case of the traditional polynomial interpolation. Here we evaluate only one extra 
polynomial which is used as the common denominator of the coefficients b* or b~*, j = 
1, 2, ..., s*. Their numerators are polynomials of higher degree, but without any computational 
meaning. 
6. Numerical results 
We tested the scaled RK and RKN methods on four problems with periodic solution that have 
appeared in the literature. These problems describe free oscillations or free oscillations of high 
frequency with a low frequency forced oscillation superimposed. 
Problem 1.1 (Homogeneous). j=(o 
- -5 y, xe[O, lO00]. 
Theoretical solution: 
y(x) = \cos (5x)]" 
Problem 1.2 (Homogeneous). 
y" = - 25 y, x ~ [0, 1000]. 
Theoretical solution: 
y(x) = sin (5x). 
Problem 2 (Inhomogeneous). ,=(0 (0)  
- 00 Y + 99 sin(x) ' x~1-0,500]. 
Theoretical solution: 
yl(x) = cos(10x) + sin(10x) + sin(x), 
y2(X) = yq (x). 
Problem 3 (Bessel equation). 
0 1) 
- (100 + 1/4x 2) 0 y' x e [1,500]. 
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Table 3 
TOL Problem 1.1 Problem 2 
Function Global Interpolation Function Global 
evaluations error error evaluations error 
Interpolation 
error 
10 -3  30009 1.5×10 -1 1.5x 10 -1 57305 1.19× 10 -a 
10 -4 43 137 1.06 × 10 -2  1.06 × 10 -2  86 273 1.0 X 10 -2  
10- 5 62 153 7.33 x 10 -4 7.34 × 10 -4  106 105 7.78 x 10 -4 
10 -6  90321 5.0×10 -5 5.0×10 -5 148561 5.8x 10 -5 
10-7 131921 3.39 × 10 -6  3.39 X 10 -6  210105 4.95 × 10 -6  
10 -8 193193 2.3x 10 -7 2.30 x 10 -7 291497 3.64×10 -7 
10- 9 283 257 1.57 x 10- 8 1.57 x 10- 8 420161 2.56 x 10- 8 
1.22 x 10-1 
1.0 x 10  - 2 
7.78 × 10 -4 
5.81 x 10 -5 
4.96 × 10 -6  
3.64 x 10- v 
2.56 × 10 -8 
TOL Problem 3 Problem 4 
Function Global Interpolation Function Global 
evaluations error error evaluations error 
Interpolation 
error 
10 -3  45449 1.41 x 10 -1 1.41 x 10 -1 7721 2.8×10 -3  
10 -4 61665 1.15X 10 -2  1.15X 10 -2  8585 7.1 x 10 -4 
10 -5 85 681 9.01 x 10 -4 9.02 X 10 -4 13 825 6.17 X 10-5 
10 -6  118001 6.92 x 10 -5 6.93 x 10 -5 18745 3.24 × 10 -6  
10 -7  161369 5 .55×10 -6  5.55 x 10 -6 26641 5.49×10 -7 
10 -8 226905 4.32 x 10 -7 4.32x 10 -7 36937 1.72 x 10 -8 
10 -9  316913 3.38 x 10 -8 3.38 x 10 -8 52113 2.82x 10 -9 
2.8 x 10-3 
7.3 x 10 -4 
6.43 x 10 -s  
3.36 x 10 -6  
6.65 x 10 -7  
1.79  x 10-  s 
2.9 x 10 -9  
Theoretical solution: 
y, (x) = , f£  Jo ( lOx), 
y2(x)  = Yi(X). 
P rob lem 4 (Duf f ing  equat ion) .  
( 0 ) 
- 1 Y + - -  y~ + 0.002 cos  (1.01x)  ' xe  [0 ,1000] .  
Exact solution: 
y(x) = A1 cos  (1.01x)  + A3 cos  (3.03x)  + As  cos  (5.05x)  + ..- , 
where  
A1 = 0 .200179477536,  A3 = 0 .000246946143,  As  = 3 .04014 x 10 -7 ,  
A7 = 3 .74x  10 -1° ,  A 9 < 10 -12 .  
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Table 4 
TOL  Prob lem 1.2 Prob lem 2 
Funct ion  Global  Interpolat ion Funct ion  Global  Interpolat ion 
evaluat ions error  error  evaluations error  error  
10 -3 25481 1.70x 10 -2 2.15x 10 -2 33705 1.87 x 10 -2 1.88 x 10 -1 
10 -4 35 969 1.33 x 10- 3 1.34 x 10- 3 43 401 1.49 x 10- ~ 1.49 x 10- 3 
10 - s  49961 9.36 x 10 -5 9.40 x 10 - s  57729 1.09 x 10 -4 1.09 x 10 -4 
10 -6 69369 6.71 x 10 -6 6.71 x 10 -6 77617 7.80 x 10 -6 7.81 x 10 -6 
10 -7  96377 4.77 x 10 -7 4.78 x 10 -7 107953 5.41 x 10 -7 5.43 x 10 -7 
10 -8 133929 3.41 x 10 8 3.42 x 10-8 150089 3.79 x 10 -8 3.79 x 10 -8 
10 -9 186 113 2.41 x 10 -9 2.41 x 10 -9 208633 3.04 x 10 -9 3.05 x 10 -9 
TOL  Prob lem 3 Prob lem 4 
Funct ion  Global  Interpolat ion Funct ion  Global  Interpolat ion 
evaluat ions error  error  evaluations error  error  
10 -3 27625 2.34 × 10 -2 2.34 x 10 -1 4489 5.06 × 10 -4 5.43 x 10 -4 
10 -4 34081 1.91×10 -3 1.92x 10 -3 5457 8.31 x 10 -5 8.57 x 10 -5 
10-5 49009 1.28 x 10 -4 1.28 x 10 -4 7 769 2.13 x 10 -6 2.14 × 10 -6 
10 -6 61809 1.00 x 10 -5 1.01 x 10 -6 12585 9.94x 10 -8 1.38 x 10 -7 
10 -7 84169 7 .07×10 7 7.09 x 10-7 18009 5 .92×10 -9 8 .97×10 -8 
10 -8 117041 4.95 x 10 -8 4.95 x 10 8 23209 7 .30×10 -1°  1 .43×10 -9 
10 -9 162721 3.49 x 10 9 3.49 x 10-9 30185 7.15 x 10 -11 1.98×10 -1°  
For the Runge-Kutta method considered and for each problem we have computed the 
maximum global error observed at the mesh points, for various tolerances. Also for the 
corresponding interpolant we have computed the maximum global error at the 10 interior 
points x , i  = x ,  + i h , / lO ,  i = 1, 2, ..., 10, within each step Ix,, x, + 1 ], which is called interpolation 
error. 
In Table 3, for the problems being considered and for each tolerance we present the total number 
of function evaluations needed for the integration. Also the global error of the (RK) method and the 
interpolation error of the corresponding interpolant are recorded. 
From this table we observe that the interpolation error remains very close to the global error of 
the RK method. This has been achieved without any additional cost in function evaluations. On 
the other hand the use of the standard high-order Hermite-type interpolant for achieving the same 
accuracy demands extra cost in function evaluations. 
On the basis of these results, we can say that this new type of interpolants for RK methods 
form a very good base for the numerical solution of the initial value problems with oscillating 
solutions. 
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For the (RKN) method considered in this paper and its corresponding interpolant we can derive 
analogous conclusions. The conclusions are based on the test results listed in Table 4. Especially 
the proposed interpolant achieves the same accuracy as the underlying RKN method without extra 
computational cost, whereas the traditional Hermite interpolant needs extra cost in terms of 
function evaluations. 
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